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Sensible people realise that the media’s task locally and nationally is to put testing questions and to press 

responsible authorities at the boundaries of comfort, even when a problem’s intensity has been reducing.  

A journalist asked me what my ambition was when there were over 1,200 over-the-limit drink-drive deaths a 

year. I wanted to bring the numbers down so low so when there was an alcohol-related fatal crash the media 

called for my resignation. Over twenty deaths a week is not news; three a month is. 

If in the 24 hours after the tragic deaths of Princess Diana, her companion and the driver, we had been told 

that the survivor had been wearing a seatbelt, those who died had not and that the driver was twice the legal 

alcohol limit, all over Europe attention would have paid, behaviour changed and probably 25,000 lives saved a 

year. 

I have heard and read information that is relevant to the responsibilities we share and responsibilities that are 

individual. For example, the R number and its curve appears to be roughly similar in countries that have 

adopted different approaches to the coronavirus. That does not dismiss the actions we have taken to reduce 

the peak of cases, the demands on the NHS and the cost in lives. It is good that we can now discuss rule 

adaptions and future possible changes to restore shared lives. 

The peak has been brought down. Hospitals have managed. With difficulties, our care homes have been able 

to cope and other essential services have continued. I praise local authority staff who in so many ways have 

maintained services.  

Local ambulances report positively on responding to 999 calls and to 111 advice requests. NHS trusts and 

general practices faced the challenge. People with medical problems can make contact if they have a 

significant problem or a possibly serious worry. Early treatment of a stroke or heart problem can be successful. 

There has not been a concerted effort to make the NHS or the government look inefficient. A viewer or listener 

who misses no news bulletin or any current affairs programme may feel gloom and doom.  

There has been much positive progress. The efforts of the Local Resilience Forum make a difference. Leaders 

of West Sussex County Council act responsibly and report openly. Borough and District Councils are active too. 

Their cooperation with national government often brings results. 

I have been putting points to government about churches. Father Terry Martin has kindly given 

encouragement: churches should be open now for private prayer at least. I respect his words: you can go for a 

walk, enter a supermarket, get on a bus but cannot enter an ‘empty for much of the time’ building. I value his 

first and last sentences: ‘Please God, you and your loved ones are keeping well’ and ‘Please help us seek, find 

and love Our Lord and so become everything we are created to be’. 

Additional good news without Capitals: I was delighted to hear from Sussex Wildlife Trust and associated 

groups about the protection for our coastal kelp forests and the ban of damaging trawler fishing close to the 

coast. West Sussex MPs have campaigned to restore the kelp that can flourish again off the Sussex coast. Kelp 

absorbs carbon. The sea forests are home to marine life. Protection is compatible with pots and stationary net 

fishing. 

When minister for fishing in Northern Ireland, I banned trawling in Strangford Loch. For years I have objected 

to pairs of trawlers wrecking our Sussex inshore underwater beds. 

 


